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GUIDANCE FOR CRUISER OOD'S 
  

GENERAL COMMENTS 
 

1.1 Always check the weather forecast and tide tables in good time. 

 

1.2 If the wind is gusting force 6 and over and you are not certain if you should hold the race, ask the 

advice of the competitors, who may have more experience.  

   

1.3 Don't be frightened to cancel the race if you think that conditions are too severe. If in doubt, err on 

the side of caution. However, even if you do hold a race in strong winds, remember, in the final 

analysis, it is the owner's responsibility to decide whether or not to take part, not yours. 

 

1.4 Start the race on time (unless a lack of wind requires a postponement). Ensure your watch or 

timepiece is correct by synchronizing it with either a GPS (Global Positioning System), the 

speaking clock or with the pips broadcast on radio 4. Or preferably start the race using the time 

from a GPS. 

 

FRIDAY EVENING SERIES 
 

The Friday evening series for both dinghies and cruisers are run in conjunction with East Dorset Sailing 

Club, Evening Hill (EDSC). The duty is to man the LSC Support boat “Lemmon Aid” the crew 

comprises of a cruiser member and a dinghy member. You will be required to wear personal buoyancy 

whilst afloat in the support boat. 

Please ensure you are at LSC club house in good time to make the race start time, it can take up to an 

hour to rig/launch the support boat and travel to EDSC’s start line escorting the dinghy fleet. 

 

SUNDAY BAY RACES 
 

Pre-Race checks SBR 
 

2.1 Before leaving home check the weather forecast. If the wind is likely to weaken or strengthen, it 

may influence the length of the course you set.  

 

2.2 If the conditions in Poole Bay are too severe, you may still be able to hold a race in the Harbour as 

an alternative. If this is the case, make sure that competitors know your decision.  

 

2.3 You will require a timer, watch with a second hand or GPS (see 1.4). 

 

2.4 You will need the green bag, which contains flags, a hooter and results sheets etc and which is 

kept in the club committee room. 

 

2.5 Write the race name on one of the unused results sheets and pin it up on the notice board next to 

the club side door. This will act as a signing-in form for the competitors. 
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2.6 Races start in the vicinity of the race mark Vinyl Solutions. In order to reach the starting area in 

good time, you will be advised to leave your mooring at least an hour before the start time, 

especially when the tide is against you through the Haven.  

 

Starting Procedure SBR 

 

3.1 Once you are in the starting area, select a course which requires a beat to the first mark and 

display the course number to the other competitors. Make a note of the boats taking part in the 

race and, after the race, compare it with the names entered on the sheet you left on the club notice 

board. 

 

 

 

3.2 A gate start, with your own boat acting as the pathfinder is the preferred procedure. However, if 

you are not taking part in the race yourself, you may use a conventional line 

 

3.3 If you are employing a gate start, keep sailing your boat in the vicinity of the buoy. Be prepared to 

approach the buoy on port tack in the last seconds before the start, with a view to being close to 

and abreast the buoy as you sound the starting gun. 

 

 If you prefer to use a conventional starting line, anchor a couple of hundred metres from the Vinyl 

Solutions mark, so that the imaginary line between you and the buoy are at right angles to the 

direction of the first mark. 

 

3.4 The starting sequence of flags is as follows: 

 

 Time before start Action 

 5 minutes  Raise the yellow flag. Sound hooter 

 4 minutes  Raise the P flag. Sound hooter 

 1 minute Lower P flag. Sound hooter 

 Start Lower yellow flag. Sound hooter 

 

3.5 As mentioned above, pass close by the mark to port as the starting ‘gun’ goes and continue to sail 

close hauled on port tack as quickly as possible. As you proceed, the fleet will pass through an 

imaginary line between your boat and the mark.  

 

3.6 When you consider that everyone has a had a suitable opportunity to start, sound the hooter once 

again to indicate that you are no longer acting as a pathfinder. Proceed with the rest of the race as 

normal. 

 

N.B. It has been agreed amongst the various Poole clubs, that PYRA starts take precedence over 

individual club starts. If you find that PYRA are starting a race at the same time as you, delay 

your start by 15 minutes. 
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Finishing Procedure SBR 

 

4.1.1 If you started the race with a gate start, competitors are expected to record their own elapsed 

times and enter them onto the signing-in sheet on their return to the clubhouse. If you started the 

race with a conventional line then you should take the finishing times of all the competitors. 

 

4.2  Work out the results based on the PHHS handicap, that is the elapsed time for each boat in 

seconds multiplied by its PHHS handicap (Time Correction Factor TCF) and bring the Results 

Sheet back to the clubhouse. 

 

4.3 Leave a duplicate Results Sheet in the rack addressed to the Sailing Secretary in case the 

original gets lost. 

 

SUNDAY HARBOUR SERIES 
 

This series of races start from a line between the dinghy committee boat and buoy No. NC 10.  The 

sailing programme indicates that the dinghy and cruiser races start together. This is not recommended, as 

the two fleets get in one another’s way. Start the cruisers 5 minutes after the dinghies to avoid this. 

 

Please lease with the dinghy OOD of the day, so that you can assist one another with the starts. 

 

The preparatory signals will be displayed in the same sequence as the dinghies, ie, 5, 4, and 1 minutes 

before the start. 

 

Pre-race Checks SHS 
 

5.1 Check the weather forecast and tide tables in good time. If you decide to cancel the race let the 

competitors know as soon as possible. 

 

5.2 Contact the Poole Harbour Control Office (Tel: 440230 or VHF Ch. 14) to obtain details of 

shipping movements if you are concerned that they may clash with the progress of the race. If 

necessary, be prepared to postpone the race until the shipping movements have been completed 

or are clear of the Harbour. 

 

5.3  You will require a timer, watch with a second hand or GPS (see 1.4).  

 

5.4 You will need the green bag, containing flags, a hooter and results sheets, which is kept in the 

club committee room. 

 

5.5 Write the race name on one of the unused results sheets and pin it up on the notice board next to 

the club side door. This will act as a signing-in form for the competitors. 

 

5.6 If you think you can set the course before leaving the club, let the competitors know your 

decision. Otherwise it is best to wait until you reach the committee boat. 
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5.7 Liaise with the dinghy OOD and help him to start both races from their committee boat.  

 

Starting Procedure SHS 

 

6.1 Before either class starts, select a course, taking note of the wind direction and strength. Try to 

choose a course, which will give a windward start and takes about one and a half hours for the 

fastest boat. If necessary, run the race over two laps. However, do not send the boats through the 

Harbour Entrance. 

 

6.2 Ask the dinghy OOD to hold up the course number between the cruiser 5 minute warning and the 

start (Numbers are in the green bag) 

 

6.3 Make a note of the boats that have entered. 

 

6.4 Synchronise your watch with the dinghy OOD, so that you give the 5 minute warning as the 

dinghies start. The sequence of signals, each of which should be accompanied by a sound signal 

should be as follows: 

 

 5 minute warning (dinghy start) Class flag raised.  

 4 minute warning  Flag 'P' raised.  

 1 minute warning Flag 'P' lowered. 

 Start Class flag lowered. 

 

 The Class flag is a plain yellow flag. 

 

 If someone is over the line at the start, make a second sound signal. 

 

Finishing Procedure SHS 
 

7.1 Although not imperative, it is preferable that the OOD times the boats home, as it's fairer and 

overcomes the discrepancies that seem to occur between competitor’s watches! You can do this 

from the committee boat or if you wish, watch the boats go through the finishing line (buoy No 

38) from the clubhouse. Record the elapsed time of each boat to the second. 

 

7.2 Work out the results based on the PHHS handicap, that is the elapsed time for each boat in 

seconds multiplied by its PHHS handicap (Time Correction Factor TCF) and bring the Results 

Sheet back to the clubhouse. 

 

7.3 Leave a duplicate Results Sheet in the rack addressed to the Sailing Secretary in case the 

original gets lost. 

 

 

Conclusions 
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I hope these comments will allow you to complete your OOD duty correctly, but if you require further 

guidance give me, or the Sailing Secretary a call.   

 

In the meantime, thank you for doing your bit to ensure that other club members can enjoy their races. 

 

Karl Hardy 

Cruiser Capt. 

 

Ian Wall 

Sailing Secretary 

07973 725305 

 

 

Useful telephone numbers: 

 

Harbour Control:        VHF Ch. 14 or  Tel: 01202 440230 

Police (for emergencies):   VHF Ch. 16 or  Tel: 01202 552099 

Lilliput S.C.  Tel: 01202 740319 

East Dorset S.C.  Tel: 01202 706111 

 


